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DISC Personality Testing This d i s c Personality Test Will Help You Increase Your Personal and Professional Success
Go to a page where you can learn about our full d i s c assessment.

Ten Steps to Leadership Development Step 5: Understand Personalities The DISC personality test is a
leadership tool that provides critical insight into the individual personality and behavioral tendencies of your
employees and yourself. The DISC personality assessment is another useful tool that effective leaders utilize
to increase self-awareness. DISC helps us understand why we do what we do. Even more importantly, DISC
provides rational for why YOU do what you do, which in turn provides insight for what you should do to
improve your individual results and enhance your career and your life. The DISC personality test identifies
natural behavioral tendencies. In other words, DISC sheds light on how we tend to operate and how we
respond to various environmental challenges. Myers-Briggs is another well-known behavioral assessment tool
used for categorizing a person using a combination of 4 letters. Each letter represents a clearly defined and
detailed description. The problem with Myers-Briggs is that it is limited to only 16 personality types. In
addition, the test is quite lengthy, consisting of over questions. Just getting through the initial test is quite a
challenge, and very costly. In contrast, the DISC personality test consists of only 24 questions, but yields over
19, personalized responses â€” resulting in separate behavioral descriptions. DISC, by comparison to
Myers-Briggs, provides a great alternative for a quality personality assessment. The DISC personality test will
assist you with improved communication in your personal and professional relationships. By understanding
DISC personality profiles you will gain greater insight into those around you and how each person might react
or respond in any given situation. The insight you gain from DISC will be quite beneficial to you in your role
as a leader. DISC is a key tool that can assist you in recommending certain people for particular duties,
creating teams for projects, and even in making important promotion decisions. To experience the benefits of
the DISC personality test, we recommend the following site: Begin creating your leadership lesson plan today!
Download our free leadership development tools to achieve effective leadership traits that serve your team
well. More Leadership Development Articles.
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The DISC test is, together with the Jung test and Big Five personality test, one of the most well known personality tests
worldwide. In the detailed report you will find a graph depicting your DISC type, a concise textual characterization of
your personality profile and elaborate explanations of all DISC factors.

How does it affect me? Is there a good reason behind it? What will it do to results and speed? How does it
affect everyone involved? When I hear about a coming change, I am least likely to think Plan your work and
work your plan. How would you like for me to do this? Who will do this with me? Is there anyone to talk with
while I work? The least accurate way to describe my approach to work is Fast-paced, rapidly changing tasks
that create progress. Working alone and focusing on the task at hand to create excellence. Comfortable and
predictable tasks that support the team. Interacting with many people to create new ideas and energy. The type
of work activities that I enjoy the least involve What they want me to do. Why they called me. When I receive
a phone call, I am least interested inâ€¦ Talking with the person who called. How I can help. You get a lot
done. You do excellent work. The thing someone could say that would have the least positive impact on me
isâ€¦ I really appreciate you. Achieve big results and overcome a challenge. Do what I already know how to do
at my own pace. Work with many different people on a wide range of tasks to keep things interesting. The
projects or tasks that I enjoy the least require me toâ€¦ Collect and evaluate information to build plans or
systems. By introducing your email you agree to receive from time to time materials that will help you
develop your personality and enhance your life. You can always unsubscribe.
Chapter 3 : DiSC Profile Test | DiSC Personality Profile Assessments
This free DISC personality test lets you determine your DISC type and personality profile quickly. Find out how the DISC
factors, Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Compliance predict your behavior towards others and the everyday
things you do.

Chapter 4 : Your Free Guide to DISC Personality Testing
all disc reports Measure your D ominance, I nfluence, S teadiness and C onscientiousness (DiSC) Better understand
your work style and how to build more effective relationships.

Chapter 5 : DISC Profile: Free Online Personality Strengths Test - Tony Robbins
DISC is a powerful and profoundly simple tool to understanding people. Human behavior can be a mystery. At home or
in the workplace, behavior and personality are often misunderstood and become areas of stress affecting your work
productivity and happiness.

Chapter 6 : DISC assessment - Wikipedia
The DISC Personality Assessment measures one's predictable personality traits and outward behaviors based on their
DISC Personality Type. These aspects of personality, tell us important information about how we relate to people,
systems, conflict, and environments.

Chapter 7 : DiSC Personality Test Printable | DiSC Profile USA
This is an interactive version of the Open DISC Assessment Test. Introduction: DISC is a pop-psych personality system
based around four personality types. The DISC system is mostly used with an employment or team building focus.
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More than two million people have taken the minute DISC test to better understand their personality type and behavioral
style. Developed by psychologist William Moulton Marston, the DISC assessment examines how an individual ranks in
four areas of behavior â€” dominance, inducement, submission and compliance.

Chapter 9 : DiSC Profile Personality Test, Everything DiSC Assessment Online
Free DISC personality trait test Simply click and drag the boxes in the order that you think is most correct for you - top of
the column is most true, bottom is least like your personality. Boxes can't move between columns.
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